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There is a considerable amount of inositol phosphates in living cells. They fulfil regulatory purposes in general,
with lower inositol phosphates constituting a part in the metabolic cycle of beans, grain, legumes, and other plants [1].
Myo-inositol hexakisphosphate along with myo-inositol trispyrophosphate are considered good candidates for allosteric
effectors of hemoglobin, promising in treating hypoxia [2].

Despite their undeniable importance in living organisms, only a few recent studies discuss physical and chemical
properties related to the evolution of their electronic structure, charge density, protonation state, and conformation relative
to each other and in a changing environment. The goal of the presented research is to derive a robust model of inositol
phosphates in different conformations and isomeric forms for MD analysis in order to resolve exact mechanisms of
interaction with hemoglobin, suppressor protein PTEN [3] and their red blood cell membrane permeation, which is known
to be highly selective [4].

In the presented study, all possible inositol phosphates conformations are studied using the density functional theory.
Theoretical calculations of conformational space of varying protonation states in standard generalized gradient approxi-
mation methods (in the parametrization of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof if applicable) are compared with Raman spectra
of the molecules. In order to tailor parameters needed in MD models, the most important phosphate derivatives of inositol
are reconsidered using combinations of mixed potentials - PBE and revPBE exchange with LMKLL and BLYP correlation
parts utilizing Siesta code.

The models are utilized to obtain binding energies by a classical docking procedure using the Autodock package.
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